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CB&PTBR 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Stastmtnt ~ the Pr9blt• 
To formulate and devise a aeries of exerciaes for 
high achieving children in Grades One, Three and Five that 
will prove effective in guiding and enriching theoe children 
to comprehend and interpret direction• Accurately. 
Al though the writers have no otatistics to oub-
stantiate their opiniona, informal Oblervat ione of the per-
formAfiee of high achieving children in their respective 
classea indicated a need for additional practice in the skill 
of following directiono. 
Thio is one of the fundamental lkills that il im-
portant and necessary to aid in achieving adequate and 
effective learning. 
Additional practico in the &kill of following di-
rectiono ahould aid in equipping the high achiever with an 
i=portant tool to identify, read and interpret 1natruct1ona. 
It ia quite poaaible for a pereon to recogn i ze the 
form of a printed word or group of words ae a eymbol 
that he has seen before and to think, speak. or write 
the pronunciation for which that aymbol atando without 
understanding clearly and correctly what the 
means in the setting i n which it is used 
To provide for individual differences and t o develop 
the skill of following directions, some children will require 
more practice t han others . One way of attaini ng enriched 
practice is though the use of additional meaningful exer-
clses . 
Each of t he exercises submitted by the writers does 
not contain vocabulary or reading difficulties for the high 
achieving children for whom they were intended . 
Justification of the Problem 
Although there has been much interest and activity 
shown in recent yeara i n the education of t he gifted child, 
few of the specific findings have been in the field of the 
gifted child in following directions. A well-rounded reading 
program involves some whole-class reading activities# some 
individualized r ·eading, and some 9roup reading activities . 
The attempt has been made to formulate a series of worksheets 
for the high achieving children of Grades One, Three and Pive 
for their enriched reading progrAm. 
lpaul McKee. The 'l'eaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School (Bost on • Houghton. Mifflin Co~pany, 1948), p. 56 . 
. ,, 
More and more teachers have become concerned with the 
problem of children not listening in the c lassroom . we 
have become concerned with the fact that th~y are not 
able to listen to us and follow directions . 
Introducin9 a given skill at the time when the pupil 
needs it and is able to maxe use of it, helps him to 
build a strong interest in acquiring that sk111.3 
Most textbooks agree essentially (1) that most of us 
are poor listeners, (2) that with training we cou l d 
easily improve our performance, (3) that schools defi-
nitely should improve such training •.. 4 
Scope and Limitations 
The major part of this thesis consisted of exercises 
in following specific directions for the high achievers in 
Grades One, Three and Five. 
The exercises were presented to tOe children in the 
writers' respective classrooms and served as checks in the 
skill of following directions . 
Although a variety of exercises were presented, no 
correlations or comparisons were made. 
A full description of the procedure will be found in 
the chapters that follow . 
2Robert S. Fleming. Curriculum !2.£ Today•s Boys and 
Girls (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E . Merril l, Inc., 1963), 
p . 113 0 
3Mcl<ee. QJ! • ....£1!. • • p . 418. 
4aalph G. Nichols. ' Ten Components of Effective Listen-
ing, " Education, LXXV (January, 1955), 292. 
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CIIAPl'BR II 
RESeARCH AND REUITBD READINGS 
Teachers •uat provide for the all-roun4 develo~ment ot 
each child . High achieving children are no exception. It 
becomea the major reaponaibility of the teacher• to see that 
theao high achiever• are developed to their full potential . 
Paul Witty aaya: 
The guiding philoaophy in our schoola today maintains 
tbat education'a foremost purpose is for the maxiQum de-
velopment of each child ao that he .ay poaaeaa the 
knowledge, a~illa and abilities that will enable him to 
live a full, happy And uaeful life . 
Since education ia viewed ae a proceaa wbich seeks the 
highest at tainment of each child in relation to his 
unique nature and noe~a. it is neceaeary that adequate 
educational opportunitiee be provided in order that every 
person may ma~e hil greateet contribution to eociety . l 
The nomenclature of these bright youngetere is varied 
- above average, superior, aoderately 9ifted, rapid learners, 
etc . wnatever the te~inology, these high achieving children 
are present in most claaaroo.s . 
1Paul Witty. A Challenging RQSponaibllitY - HQntally 
Syperior Children (Kent, Ohio: Kent State Univerlity Bulletin, 
Vol. XXVIII November , 1950) . p . 2. 
The terme "above average" and "'gifted are not preciee 
ones . If we think in terae of I .Q.•a, a child of an 1 . 0 . 
of 115 or above will be, roughly opeaking, in the top 
16~ (l/6 of the population). Giftedness bas been fre-
quently thought of in terms of 1.0.'1 of above 130. al-
though aome ~riters have uaed a higher and some a lower 
point . Moat writers would include in the gifted group 
not over 5~ of the population, and ooae would li•it it to 
lK or even 1%. In theae ~aya. uaually incl~ded in tho•• 
•advancadw 9roupa are thoae who ehow exceptional talent 
in any area - music . art. mechanicl and social leader-
oh1p . All agree that evidence of ouperior mentality, 
while including intelligence aa meaoured by teoto. is not 
to be thought of in ter.o of such teltl alone. The 
teacher's judgment and. above all, the cbild'e actual 
perfor~ance muat not be diaregarded.2 
Sinco there seems to be such a broad concept of 
giftedneas, it il difficult to draw a line of demarcation. 
Another source eaya: 
Who are the 9ifted? The need to provide adequate edu-
cational opportunitiee for the gifted is widely ac-
knowledged; however, the opinions of educator• differ 
considerably aa to which individualo should be 10 desig-
nated .. 
Generally apeaking , the qifted child is deocribed as 
one who is intellectually superior and creative ~ith hi9h 
potentialltiea. and who .. performance is conliatently 
outstanding. In the paat, there vere many who thought of 
qiftednesa in terms of abotrac t intelligence. although 
today i t appears that there is a prevailinq feeling that 
those who ahow exc eptional talent in any area ahould be 
included in the category of the gifted . It hao been 
atated that gifted children have unuaually h1gh mental 
capacitiea with extraordinary aptitudea for school ~ork 
and ~ith special talento for making contribution• to 
2Dean Worceoter . IliA Mue&tion .2f. Childr!n .2f. Above-
Averts• Mentality (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebras~a 
Preoo, 1956), pp . 4, 5 . 
q 
80Ciety . 3 
Hollingworth classified as gifted the children in the 
top one per cent of the Juvenile population in general 1n-
telligence . 4 
There are strong arguments favoring the early i0ent1-
fication of the gifted. It is beco.ing increasingly important 
that the gifted be identified at the kindergarten-primary 
level ao that the school can promptly take t he neceasary etepe 
in planning for future ~evelopment . 
Marion Scheifele atressea that intelligent interpreta-
tion and study of the information obtained forms the basis 
for effective planning for the gifted child's development . 
She emphaaizee that the program ahould aasure the child's 
balance~ growth and optimum perfomance. Such a program 
should be geared to the indivi dual'a abilities, interests and 
needs. Alao, the school ahould uee every available resource 
in deteraining 5a.e.5 
3Benjaroin c. Willis . Report 20 !h! PrograM 1£! the 
Gifted Pupil (Chicago: Chicago Board of Education, 1957), 
p . 28. 
4Leta s. Hollingworth. How Should Gifted ~hi.dren Be 
Educated? (Baltimore: Baltimore Bulletin of Education. 
Volume I. Kay. 1931) p. 195 . 
5Marion Scheifele . !b£ Gifted Child in tht Regular 
Clasarooq (Bureau of Publications Teachers College . New York: 
Colu=bia university, 1953), p . 26. 
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~e whole child, then, nee~s to be studied and many 
sources utilize~ if the identification program io to be edu-
cationally ooun<'J . n6 
Grace Saith in her theaia calla attention to the fact 
that great emphaeia has been placed on the waate of talent in 
American life oince the launching of man's firot oatelite by 
Russia on October 4, 1957. Critica have confronted educators 
with this baffling problem. She further stateo that recent 
1urveys ahow that a large nuaber of gifted children fail to 
enter college in the unite<! Stateo . She also explains that 
in adulthoo<'l many people seek an<'l are employed in vocations 
that do not utilize their potentialities. ? 
Planter explains the aeriouanes5 and the iaportance of 
utilizing the reaources of gifted children ~hen he says: 
An enormous amount of talent is available in this 
country. But most of it ia never channeled into the 
paths where it could be of maximum benefit to the indi-
vidual and to society. With the great shortage of 
scientific personnel, vaat atorehouses of genius are un-
discovered and lie discar4e4. Talent needs to be tender-
ly nurture4 not only for the advancement of the natural 
science• but for all the urgent hu=an endeavors to put 
the univerae into better perapective and to aolve the 
6 Ibid. , p. ). 
7Graee w. Saith, •aecent Trends in Guidin9 and Edu-
cating the Gifte4• (unpubliahed M&ater's theaia, Boaton 
University, Boaton. 1960) p. 19 . 
I I 
immense social problea.8 
Gifted children are distinguished by certain character-
istics (singly or in combinations), such ae: 
1 . Ability to form concepts 
2 . Ability to do creative thinking 
3 . A wide variety of interests 
4 . An active imagination 
5 . Extraordinary insigbts 
6 . Intellectual curiosity or desire to know 
7 . Originalit y in thinking 
8 . Power to generall~e 
9 . Power to inductive as well as deductive thinking 
10. Ability to iaprovise 
11 . Senaitivity to problem situation• 
12. Fluency of ideaa 
13 . An exteneive vocabulary 
14. Ability t o vieualizc objects in eeveral dimensions 
15 . Ability to memorize r~pidly 
16. Ability to retain and recall information 
17 . Relatively long epan of attention.9 
For an analytical report on the gifted child, the 
reader is referred to the Dautach thesis (1953) which con-
tains en analysis and reeearch on the gifted child during and 
after World War II.10 
8A .P lanter, ~The Vital Challenge of College• . • Junior 
College Journal (October, 1959), 110. 
9Lillian L. Batchelor . Reading Gui4anct ~the Gifted 
(Loa Angeles, California: Third Library Proceedings, School of 
Library Science, Immaculate Heart College, 1960), pp. 10. 11. 
10M11dred Deutsch, "A Study of the Research Done on the 
Gifted Child During and After World War II" (unpublilhed 
Master's thesis, 8oaton Uhiversity, Boston~ 1953) . 
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CIIAPTBR III 
PLAN OP STUDY 
1 . Pour teacher• worked together for the purpose of 
for.ulatinq • aeries of exercise• for hiqh achieving 
children to develop and improve their okill of 
following directions. 
2. Two teachora conatructed exercises for high achiev-
ing children in Grade One; one for Grade Three; and 
one for Grado Five . 
3. The exerc11e1 were c~tegorized by grade levels. 
4 . The exerciaea uaed by the high achieving children in 
Gradea One, Three and Five were coordinated with the 
curriculums in their classrooms. 
5 . The reading and aural vocabulary ~•ro known and 
understood by the high achievers in each grade level. 
6 . The exerc11e1 were planned to aatiafy the needs of 
these hiqh achievers, or the acade•1ca l ly ta!ented. 
as they are aoaetimes known . 
1 . Exercises were designed for oral and written di-
rections. 
a . An atte~pt was made to keep the exercises meaning-
ful and purposeful . 
Purpose 
Since the ability to follow directions is important in 
all areas of the curriculum, it is necessary that all children 
bec~e able to perforM the skill well . 
According to Betts: 
The ability to follow direct ions is essent i a l to inde-
pendent work hnbits . Where extreme ment al ret ardation is 
not present, this can be developed largely through care-
fully made asaignments . Effective classroom administra-
tion calls for adequate pupil preparation for immediate 
tasks . Everyone wit hin the group or class should know 
why , what , and how to engage in an 3ssigned activity . l 
The abi l i ty to follow directions is t he first skill 
list ed i n Using Information. 2 
Since acquiring and using information is necessary in 
all area s of t he curriculum, i t bec~ea eminent to strengthen 
t he s ki ll of following di r ections . 
The Druker thesis lists skills to be learned as set 
forth by t he Boston University reading clinic . There are 
lEmmet A. Betts . Foundations 2f Reading Instruction 
(New York ' American Book Company , 1946), p . 289 . 
2Gertrude Wulfing, '"Helping the Superior Reader. '' 
Contributions in Reading , Number 14, December , 1956laoston : 
Ginn and Company), p . 5 . 
eight reading skills listed and the first skill is foll owing 
direct1ons. 3 
In giving directions to children in any area of the 
curriculum, it is important for the teacher to establish 
certain standards in giving directions and be consistent in 
executing them. 
Cultivate the art of giving directions, wait until you 
have everyone's attention, speak at your normal speed, 
not loudly but in a deep tone. Be positive - .. Do this '" 
is more effective than •• oon't do th at." Be s ure you have 
been understood . Give the class an opportunity to ask 
questions . 4 
Ample opportunity should be given to high achieving 
children for the development of related reading skills . En-
richment activities wi ll e ncourage them to make independent 
judgments, challenge their reasoning ability and also develop 
and strengthen the skill of following directions . 
Children can often be encouraged to "' explain"' many of 
t heir activities . "' Giving directions .. is 3 process 
similar t o gi ving an expl anation--how t o do it or how to 
3M1llicent Druker , "First Grade Reading Materials of 
High Interest Level for Children from the Ages of Seven 
Through Twelve~ (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University , Boston, 1956) . 
4Norma E. Cutts and Nicholas Moseley . Providing fo; 
Individual Differences in the Elementary School (Englewood 
Clift, New Jersey : Prentic;-Hall, Inc., 1960), p . 258. 
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get there . 5 
The importance of listening should be stressed . Humor. 
poetry, stories. informational material of many kinds and 
audio visual resources may be incorporated . 
How Much and How Well Do Children Listen? In addition 
to the fact that young children obtain a great deal of 
their information through auding. the ability to listen 
is important because children are expected to l isten 
during so much of the school day.6 
The classroom communications process involves trans-
mitting messages and is helped or hindered by many con-
ditions . unseen barriers arise t o hinder effective 
classroom listening and communication even in the best 
classroom environments . Verbalism, referent confusion. 
daydreaming, i mperception, disinterest. and actual 
physical discomfort are barriers that must be understood 
by teachers, as well as by everyone else who seeks to 
communicate ideas to others . ' 
Listening to directions requires accurate listening 
and a ttention to specific words . When children are 
listening for directions to reach a particular place, they 
must pay careful attention to words like ~left" and 
"right . .. ThiS situation is only one of many where listen-
ing to distinguish meaning of specific words is es-
sential . B 
SHarold G. Shane. Mary E. Reddin. and Margaret 
Gillespie. Beginning Language~ Instruction With Children 
(Columbus. Ohio: charles E. Morrill BooKs, Inc., 1961), p . 138 . 
0Ibid., p . 90. 
7walter Wittich and Charles Schuller . Audio Visual 
Materials (New York : Harper and Brothers. 1961), p . 7 . 
Swilbert Pronovost . 
Listening !n the Elementary 
nnd Company. 1959), p . 8 . 
The Teaching of Speaking and 
School (New York : Longmans. Green 
/(::. 
Bright children can also be grouped together to learn 
and use similar speaking ~nd listening skills at a more 
adv~nced level. When gifted children can engage in 
challenging projects in science, social studies, and 
literature~ and enjoy the satisfaction of sharing their 
knowledge through stimulating speaking and listening ac-
tivities . they will tend to achieve at the highest level 
of their intellectual and creative abilities.9 
9 Ibid . , p. 14 . 
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CHAPTER IV 
CRITICISMS MiD SUGGESTIONS POR FURTHER RESEABCH 
1. No statistics are presented as to the per cent of 
high achieving children who are unable to follow 
directions accurately . 
2 . Research could be conducted in this area, obtaining 
varinbles in age , sex , I.Q. a nd also variant s from 
socio-economic groups . 
3 . A study might be made, producing the percentile of 
children with high I .Q. 'o unable to follow di-
rect ions accurately in the Boston University Reading 
Clinic . 
4 . A survey conducted for testing and evaluating these 
exercises with the average achieving children in 
Grades Two, Pour and Six might be worthwhile . 
5. A study might be made in the content-areas of the 
curriculum, evaluating skills which are the moat 
effective in developing the ability to follow di-
rections . 
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APPI!NDIX 
NEW l!XERC ISES NOT EVALUATED 
Theae exerciaea aay be executed by •ny of the followin9 
aethoda: 
1. The teacher may present the exercises orally and ask 
for written assignments . 
2 . The children ~ay read the exercioea independently 
and the teacher may require an oral check . 
3 . The children may read the exerciaea and write the 
•nawera as an ~ndependent aelf directing activi~y. 
4. Children may work in coabinationa or pairs. using 
varioua methods listed above. 
5. The exercises may be mime09raphed and circulated, if 
feaaible, or aeveral •aeta' can be made from oakt ag 
and re-used . 
GRADE ONI! 
To be read to the group: 
Do you know you have an important organ on each side of 
your head? These two organa are not played by hand or 
electricity. They are not chord organa either. By playing 
these organs well, you have the opportunity to learn ~ore and 
have more fun . You have the ability to play theao organs 
well or hardly at all. By thia time you have gueaaed the na~e 
of theee organs . They are called ears! 
You miss a 9reat deal if you do not uao your cars well 
because much dependa on these two organa, in school or out. 
and as a child or as a grown-up. 
Talk. Talk! Tal~: is 90in9 around ue all the time 
from people and fr~ machines . Some talX 11 pleaaant and soae 
ia not. Of course we would rather listen to pleaaant sounds 
and talk about us, but unfortunately we must listen and hear 
both kinds. 
Do you know that you can hear people and not listen to 
what they are saying? Perhaps you do not underatand '-'hilt they 
mean, or maybe you are not thinking along with the~. Then 
again perhaps it is beeauae you are not intereated in what 
they are saying . Ia your mind wandering? To just hear and 
not to listen can beco~e a bad habit . Thia can and does 
happen to good studenta aa well aa other kinda of students. 
J7 
Have you ever heard your mother say I j ust tol d you. 
didn ' t you listen?" Maybe your teacller has said to you, 
"Didn't you listen to the directions? 
This happens when you half play with those two val uable 
organs of yours . It is not hard to get into the habit of using 
your ears . It 16 just a m~tter of training and s ki ll. Anyone 
can learn this skill well . 
To be qood at anything requires Skill and training. 
Athletes of all kinds. musicians ta~chers , doctors. 
carpenters . plumbers. and other professional people require 
good training and skill. 
Listening is one skill that cnn become a wonderful skill 
that will never let you down if you use your ears as you 
should . Of course some people are born with or have injuries 
that interfere with the skill of listening , but we are talking 
about children lucky enough to have qood, healthy ears~ 
Many directions are given orally. but there arc many 
directions also that you can read . Reading directions 16 
sometimes easier because you can go back and read them over 
again . When you are using your ears to listen to directions, 
it is not as easy because the sound disappears and you must 
think along with the person who is giving the directions. If 
you arc listening to a tape recorder or other machine. it i s 
not too hard, for you can play back the part where you were 
hearing but not listening . 
Since we do not a l ways have machines with us . it is 
important to learn the skill of listening and thinking along 
with the parson who is talking. Only one person can control 
this. and this is the person in the driver ' s scat . YOU: 
A great deal of talking goes on in and out of school . 
Important directions are given to you by parents. friends. 
and teachers. If you have formed the habit of listening, 
then you have trained your ears and directions do not need to 
be repeated. 
You have heard a lot of talking j ust now. Did you hear 
or did you listen? The way you answer the following questions 
will tell : 
1 . ~~at organs ~re on the sides of your head? 
2 . What is t he difference between hearing and listening? 
3 . \\1hy do some children bear and not listen? 
4 . What important liatening Skill was I talking about? 
S . Why iS the skill of following directions important? 
6 . Can you give some examples of directions that are 
importa.nt? 
7 . Can you think of anyone who gives directions besides 
parents, friends, and teachers? 
e. What might have happened if John Glenn didn ' t follow 
directions? 
Purpose--Thinking and following directions. 
Directions--Read this story silently . Ask no questions . We 
will have fun with the story after you are 
through reading it . 
Billy and Blaze 
1 . Billy was a little boy who had a pony named Blaze . 
2 . One summer Billy's mother and father decided to go out 
West . 
3 . They bought a trailer so that Blaze could go along too . 
4 . Billy enjoyed the trip across the country very much . 
5 . When he arrived at the ranch &illy saw his first cowboy. 
6 . Blaze was happy that he was going to have a nice big 
pasture to play in . 
7 . One day Billy put the western saddle and bridle on Blaze 
and went for a long ride in the wide open country. 
8 . Billy saw a big herd of cattle as he rode through the hills . 
9. There were many cowboys who w3ved to Billy and Blaze. 
10 . Soon the sun was setting and Billy decided to return to the 
ranch to relate his exciting trip to his mother and father . 
Directions: 
1. Look at the tit le of the story . 
the words in the title . 
2 . Look at sentence number one . 
Put a line under all 
a . draw two lines under the word Billy. 
b . find the word~ and draw a circle around it . 
c . place a check mark over the word ~ and draw a 
square around the word Blaze. 
3 . Look at sentence number two . 
a. draw a diamond on the word summer. 
b . make one line under mother and two linea under£ather. 
c . put a wavy line above the word decided . 
d. place an ~on the word!!!! · 
4 . Look at sentence number three. 
a . draw a triangle above the word trailer . 
b . put a cross on the word SQ~ then two boxes under the 
word along . 
S. Look at sentence number four . 
a . put a wiggily line over the word Billy 's. 
b . draw two boxes around the word trip, then draw a line 
through the word across, and t hen a big circle on the 
word country . (continue~) 
Billy and Blaze, Directions (continued) 
6 . Look at sentence number five . 
a . place a b at the beginning of the word 
circle at the end of the word arrived. 
balloon at the end of the word ranch . 
put an ~ on the word ~-
arrived and a 
then draw a 
Be sure to 
b . write a capital A on the word~, circle the word 
telling What grade you are in , and then draw a line 
under cowboy over to the period . 
7 . LOok at sentence number six . 
a . write an ~ on all the words t hat end in y, and an 2 
on all the words that end in g . 
b . put a check mark on the word that rhymes with ~ice 
and a circle around t he word that rhy~es with nature . 
8 . Look at sentence number seven . 
a . find the wor d that has the letter z in it and draw 
two linea above t he word . Draw a circle around the 
word that is opposite of !A!!· It will be part of a 
word . 
b . write the number ten on the two words that rhyme in 
the sent ence and the number twelve on the word that 
rhymes with paddle . 
9 . Look at sentence number eight. 
a . find t he word that has the same three letters that 
the number three starts with and draw t hree crooked 
l ines under it. 
b . place a capital T on the word herd and a capital V on 
the word cattle. 
c. draw a line through t he word rode . 
d . draw a box around the word that rhymes with spills . 
10 . Look at sentence number nine. 
a . find a compound word , draw a rectan9le around it and 
put the number two on the word . 
b . put a bi9 0 on the word that an owl says and add 
another o at the end of this word. 
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Purpose--Listening to follow directions . 
Directions: 
1. Divide class into two teams. 
2 . Give oral directions--each child has one turn . 
a . "Go to the board and write the nurober 89 . ' 
b . "Go to the bookcase and count the books on the top 
shelf . " 
c . "Go to the window , tap on it four times and shake 
your hand five times . •• 
d. "Go to the easel a.nd draw a circle, square, triangle 
and a diamond . Put two circles inside the square. " 
c . "Get two pieces of chalk; give one to me and one 
to • . . and clap your hands three times. " 
f . "Go to the library table an" bring me a book with a 
blue cover . Be sure the book mark is on page 63 . " 
9 . "Go to the one at the head of your team and shake 
hands, turn around twice, and say 'thank you.• • 
h . "Go to the pencil sharpener and turn the handle four 
times. Take two steps backwards, look up at the 
ceiling and march b-ack t o your team. " 
1. "Go t o the door and open tt wide. Knock on the door 
three times, two soft knocks and one loud knock, 
and then close the door .. •• 
j . "Go t o the green board and draw two big circles . 
Draw a triangle in one and put the letter ~ inside 
the triangle. Put the number 100 inside the second 
circle." 
k. . ''Go to the long library table and find a brown 
covered book . LOok a t t he number on the last page 
and writ e it on the board . "' 
1 . "Get two erasers and put one on top of the pi:ano . 
Play three notes on the piano and say do-re-me . 
Leave the other eraser on the small table by the 
closet .. " 
m. 11Get one green piece of paper and three yellow 
pieces from the scrap pile . Fold one yellow piece 
three times . Fold one green piece five times. Give 
the green piece to me an" one piece of yellow paper 
not folded to . . • • 
n . "Go to t he window and if you see four cars, tap your 
foot once. clap your hands twice, and jump up three 
times. If you do not see four cars, hurry back to 
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your team and make a b01,1. •• 
o. 11GO to the board and ""rite the numbers 66 , 6 7 , 69 , 
and draw a line over 67, and circle number 69 . 
£rase 66 before you return to your team . • 
p. "Ml< the person on your left how olcl he is, add that 
numbor to your age, subtract one from the answer, 
then write this number on the board . '• 
q . "Take six big steps forward . Hop on one foot four 
times and put one ha_nd on your head . Then turn 
aroun~ twice a.nd walk over to the window. " 
r . ••Go to the plant table, choose one plant and count 
the blossoms . If the number is over seven, skip 
bael< to the team. Wall<, if the number is less than 
seven . ~~ 
s . 11 Get a bundle of sticks from the number table, take 
out four , give them to . and put three on the 
chalk tray. Return what you have left to t he 
round library table . " 
t. "Get the yardstick, measure an 18-inch line on the 
floor . Tal<e a piece of chalk and draw the line. 
write the number 18 at the end of the line and then 
divide t he line into two equal parts. Be sure to 
put a big z 1n t he middle of the line. Write the 
fraction one-half on the board as you are returning 
thA ya~.!sHek . " 
Purpose--Using the Table of Contents to Pin~ Information 
The Table of Contenta. which is near the front of a boo~ 
9ivea a list of the titlea of the chapter& or unita or 
lasaons in the order in which they come in the book. To the 
right of each title ia the page on wh ich that chapter or 
leaaon begins. 
R~rect!ons: 
Uae the contonta o! your reading boo~ t Q find the answers 
to the following queationa . In the blank under each question. 
~rite a sentence that ane~era the queation . Begin each 
aentence with a capital and end it with a period. 
1 . How many unite are in your book? 
2. How many storiea are in Unit Two? 
3. What is the title of Unit five? 
4. To what page would you turn to find out how to make a 
rocket? 
~ . Xn what un~ts 11 there information about future space zen? 
6. On what page is t here a diagram of a map? 
7. Whore is the laat roference that gives help in reading 
maps? 
------------------
Purpose--Phonics; first letters in alphabetica l order . 
Directions: Below are the names of reading books. in ~ixed­
up order . Re~d each name carefully, as you are 
going to arrange them in alphabetical order . 
Uae the first letter of the name of each book as 
a guide . Write the number of tho boo~ on the 
long blan~ linoa. Be sure to write the alphabet 
in order on tho short blanK lines . 
Boo~ Titlu 
1 . Insect Friends 2 . Raindrop Splash 
3 . Cast l e on the Border 4 . Jared's Island 
5 . Paddle-to-the-sea 6. Zoo in Color 
7 . Banner in the S~y 8 . Little Antelope 
9 . Nature Notebook 10. Footprints of the Dragon 
11. Walte r the Lazy Mouse 12 . Hoppity 
13 . Am~rieans before Columbus 14. Great Heart 
15. Door to the North 16 . Knight of Florence 
17 . Vanishing Prairie 18 . Your Manners are Showing 
19. Thunder Wings 20 . Elephant Toast 
21. 11exico 22 . Smokey Say 
23 . Xingu 24 . Quac~-Quack 
2S . Up the Trail from Toxas 26 . Overland Stage 
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Purpose--Arranging Topics in Alphabetical Order 
Topics in ~n i ndex are arranged alphabetically; that is. 
according to t he abc's . 
Topics that begin with the same letter. but do not have 
tho same second letter , are arranged according to the second 
letter. Por example. basket comes before bronze . 
Topics that have the same first two letters. but not the 
same third letter, are ~rranged according to tho third 
letter. Thus, glacier comes before glider . 
Directions--Write the correct letter in each blank, l through 
6 . 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
s . 
6 . 
D comes 
G comes 
In column 8, write the topics in column A, 
arranging them in alphabetical order . 
attor and before 
after and before 
\\' comes after and before 
T comes after and before 
M comes after and before 
p comes after and before 
A 
.!! 
7. Leopard 
8 . Loam 
9 . Lighthouse 
10 . Lava 
ll . Light 
12 . Lynx 
13 . Lion 
Purpose--Sequence in a story. 
Direc tions: Read the sentence in Group I . Then number the 
sentences in the order in which they happened . 
Use the numbers l, 2, 3, 4, 5 . Do the same for 
Groups II and Ill . 
G.royp I 
He waited until the light turned yellow and red . 
He went quickly across the street . 
This was the sign for which he was waiting . 
He was i n a hurry, but he stopped when he ca~e to t he 
corner . 
Bobby ran down the street . 
G.rou.p II 
The next morning the sun was shining brightly. 
The children want to play in the snow. 
The children are very disappointed . 
The children are delighted because they know they can 
play outdoors . 
Mother is afraid it is too cold and wet outside. 
Group III 
Mother and Susan go to the store where they sell 
wallpaper . 
She can hardly wait until the paper is hung . 
Susan is going to have some new wallpaper in her room. 
Susan decides on a yellow and blue paper . 
Mother t ells her she may choose her own paper . 
Directions : Look at the fOllOWing words . The opposite of 
~ is run . Write the words that are opposite in 
meaning . 
dark sad buy 
slowly dry pleased 
started night inside 
Purpose---Sequence in a story. 
Directions: Read tbe sentences in Group I . 
sentences in the order in which 
use the nu~ers l, 2 , 3, 4# s . 
Groups II and III . 
Then number the 
they happened. 
Do the same for 
Group I 
Dick could not find the children. 
_____ Then he knew that Betty and the other children were 
hiding in the hay . 
He called and when they did not answer he looked in 
the barn . 
Suddenly he saw a red ribbon beyond the l adder. 
Group II 
_____ She will plant her seeds in the spring . 
____ She will take very good care of her garden so she 
will have many vegetables . 
She will have many vegetables . 
Soon little green leaves ~ill begin to show above the 
ground . 
Susan is going to have a ga~den . 
Group III 
When he lOOked in the kitchen he found only Dusty. 
All was quiet in the house . 
She was trying to get out the back door . 
Father jumped out of bed and ran downstairs to see 
what was the matter . 
Suddenly there was a great noise. 
Directions: Look at the following words . The opposite of 
is out . Write the words that are opposite in 
meaning. 
good begin above 
back noise found 
in 
Purpose--Thinking: following directions 
Here is a how-to-4o-1t etory. which tella you how to ~axe 
a colorful Halloween maok . Read the atory carefully. and 
then see how well you can follow directiono. 
How to '9!se a Mask 
Halloween 11 the time to wear a funny ~•X to make yourself 
look like someone elae. It 11 easy to aake • maak . uae one 
paper b4g large enough to go over your head and reat on your 
ohoulders . Cut two oaa11 circles for your eyel to peels 
through. Cut a U for a noee, &nd any unueual ahape you wish 
for the mouth . 
Next, make the malk aa gruesome or as £ool1ah aa you can . 
Paint bright-colored eirclea around the aycholea auch as 
rod, orange, and yellow. Then aplash a few wavy linea in 
dark colors above the eyeo to give the maak a worried 
appearance . And, for the mouth, paint a pair of giant green 
lips. 
Now it is tiae to put hair on the •ask. uae aoue puffs of 
cotton or an old stocking cut to look like ragged hair . sew 
or stick the "hal.r'· on 10 that it will stay. 
When your mask 11 ~one, put it on . You're aure to 
frighten the Browna, the Parkers, and many other neighbors. 
You mi9ht even keep your school group gueaa1ng. But don't bo 
surprised if you don't know who your friende are, because 
they will be wearing maoka, too. if they should read th1s 
atory . It's Halloween: And time to have fun: Happy 
Halloween~ 
Directions must be fo l~ed 
taken from the story above . 
in order. The atepa below are 
Nuaber the• in the right order . 
Cut a u for a nose. 
Gat one large paper bag. 
Put on the mask and have fun. 
Cut eyoholel. 
(continued) 
How to Make a Mask (continued) 
Cut any shape for the mouth . 
Put soMe ha ir on the mask . 
Paint wavy lines on the masK . 
In the story you are told to 
one tells how many bags to use . 
a few wavy linea . ~does not 
so you decide for yourself . 
get Qne paper bag . The word 
Then you are told to paint 
tell how many lines to make. 
Answer questions below about facta like these by writing 
Yes or~ on the lines . 
~re you told how many circl es to cut for the eyes? 
Are you told how many inche s l ong the paper bag 
shou l d be? 
Are you told how many circles to paint around the eyes 
Are you told how many lips t o draw? 
Are you t old how wide t o make the l i ps? 
Are you t old how many puffs of cot ton to use for hair? 
Are you t ol d how many neighbors you might frighten? 
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Directions: 
Look ~t the l ist of words below . They are alike in some 
way. Find out how they are alike . At the end of the lino 
add another word that means about the samo as the first two . 
Choose your words from the WORD LIST at the bottom of the 
page. The first one is done to who you how . 
lunch, dinner. supper 
l. happy glad. 
2. one, t'AO, 
3 . Silk. cotton. 
4. brick stone 
s. radio , te l ephone, 
6. barber, butcher, 
7. dog, cat 
e. train truck 
9. lettuce, onions, 
10 . blue, brown, 
11 . palace, castle, 
12. trousers. tie. 
13 . h oo hammer 
14 . crackers. milk. 
15. day. month , 
WORD LIST : wood wagon grocer merry yellow 
potato three telegraph kitten ·~ool 
egg year hotel suit shove l 
lemon hand scarf water rayon 
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Directions: 
Look at the lioto of worda below. They are alike in some 
way. Find out how thoy are alike . At the end of the line 
Add another word that meane about the same ae tho first two. 
Choose your word& from the WORD LIST at the bottom of the 
page . 
l. big, large. 
2. dress hat 
3. IIIAll, little, 
4 . dioe, nickel, 
s. Thursday, Friday. 
6. policeman fireman 
7. fruit, fioh, 
e. field. meadow, 
9. Oetober, NOV811Mr 
10. wheat oats 
11 . pig, COW, 
12 . lake, river, 
13. gray, red, 
14. town country 
15. run. JUlllp, 
WORD LIST: shoe a corn 
wee penny 
pond brown 
skip hi~h 
December 
forest 
seat 
play 
hor•• 
great 
wednooday 
oing 
postman 
village 
table 
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Directions: 
The words below tell ways in which people travel ways in 
which people send nowa, or they are thG namoe of places . 
Choose the words that toll ways in wh ich people travel and 
write them on the line below tho word TRAVEL. Write the ways 
by which people aen~ newa bolow the words SEND NEWS. Write 
the names of places below the word PLACts. The first one is 
4one to ah~~ you how. 
bua telephone steamship 
cart town ai9n 
city new1paper &hip 
meeeenger train state 
country New York seashore 
bicycle airplane street 
boat auto.obile yard 
villa9e letter corner 
TRAVEL SEND NEWS PLIICES 
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Directions : 
The words below are the names of foods of tools and of 
meals . Choose the ones that are foods and write them bela~ 
the word FOODS . Chose the ones that are tools and write 
them below the word TOOLS . Choose the ones that are meals 
and write them below thG ~ord MEALS . 
cake l unch datee dinner 
fish cream rice peach 
breakfast crumbs hoe juice 
rake porridge sauce saw 
pumpkin crackers roast butter 
meat fruit pudding honey 
oats candy peanut ham.mer 
shovel lettuce s andwich jam 
potat o picnic vegetables supper 
cheese onions ~heat turkey 
FOODS TOOLS I<IEALS 
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Directions: 
Read the words in the lists below. Some of the words 
belong under one of the main words . There are three main 
words. They are in large print. Put the right word under 
one of the main words . 
piano judge chest 
radio babies rabbit 
dog kitten butcher 
barber chair bear 
mountains deerskin airplane 
goat gran~mother doctor 
children monkey cupboard 
qrocor table understand 
village calf lion 
horse seashore uncle 
FURNITURE PEOPLE ANIMALS 
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Directions: 
The words below are the names of sounds, the names of 
buildings, or tho names of plants . Choose tho ones that are 
sounds and write them below tbe word SOUNDS. Choose the ones 
that are buildings and write them below the word BUILDINGS . 
Choose tho ones that are plants and write thom below the word 
PLAN'l'S. 
cottage bank home honit 
scream whistle tap castle 
voice grass grunt music 
palace house brown .. eyed Susan ·.dllow tree 
flowers laugh bark gobble 
squeak hotel school factory 
buzz hum noise rattle 
station buttercup sneeze college 
trees quack violet tinkle 
roar yell growl moo 
SOUNDS BUILDINGS PLAN'l'S 
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~ractions: 
Read each group of words . Then decide whether the main 
idea of the group is to tell Where, ~. or Wh~ something 
happonod. Write~ before t he words that tell Where . Write 
! before the words that te l l When . Write c before t h e words 
that tell Why. 
____ bes i da u l aughing brook 
____ during a hea vy snowstorm 
____ to trail over the fence 
____ after the flag was lowered 
____ up the stairs two at a time 
____ nearly fifteen minutes later 
____ on either side of the mountain 
___.for he wouldn't 9ive an answer 
____ on a lone l y country road 
____ because the Scouts obeyed 
____ a long hike to begin at sunrise 
_____ by a scratching at my window 
____ in order to s t op decay 
____ at a signal , the horses dashed 
____ fo r it is decidedly different 
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Read oach group of words to yourself. Then decide whether 
the main idea of the group is to tell WhGte. ~. or Why 
aomething happened. Write l before tha words that tell 
Whg;o. Write l before the words that tell~. Write 1 
before the words that tall Why . 
____ because of the loud roar 
____ before the dooro opened 
____ oo that the gaoolina would pour 
____ near a patch of red bloooo=s 
____ because he wa• abaent fro. school* 
____ among the vegetablea in the garden• 
____ near the fl~r covered cottage 
____ after the airplane made a landing* 
____ because the newspaper was wet 
____ after he had written the letter• 
____ near the group of people 
____ in the middle of January• 
____ in the cottage by the river 
Pive of the phrasea above have a star after the•. Write a 
sentence for each of the phrases . 
l. 
2 . ---------------------------------------
3. ------------------------------------
4. ---------------------------------------
5. --------------------------------------
Read each group of word• to yourself . Then decide whether 
the main idea of the group 18 to tell Wblrt. ~. or Why 
oomathing happena~ . Write ~ before the wor~e that tell 
Wbtre. Write! baforo the wor~a that tell~· Write c 
before the worda that tell Why . 
____ toward the clock tower 
____ ao the stair• would not creak 
____ among the peach bloaao.a 
____ during a ahort leaaon 
____ in order to build tbe bouse* 
____ because of hia great need of help 
so that the quarrel could be atoppe~ 
____ in the mid~le of the night* 
____ at the mouth of the river 
____ beside the frozen lakea 
in order to make a loud noise 
----____ at the foot of the mount ain* 
____ ao that the automobile would start 
near a lar9e roc~* 
____ on the deck of the ahip* 
Five of the phrase• above have a star after them. Write a 
aentence for each of the phrases. 
l . --------------------------------------
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
4 9 
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D1rect~ons: 
Below are soma groupe of words . As they are now, they 
have no meaning. Put them into sentences so they will have 
moaning. Write tho aentencea on the linoa below. Be sure to 
begin the first word with a capital letter . Put a period at 
the ond of each ••ntenco. Ona ia dono to ahow you how . 
*viaitors arrived time on the 
l . lighthouoe the lonely looked little 
2. rocky waa a it on built l and of stretch 
3. shine not did the by lighthouse day 
4. without the their way ita shipa ace could light 
5 . had at tho work to night lighthouse 
&. on the and ott went lights 
7. ships light what tho knew the meant 
B. if it trouble too meant near went they 
9. turned the oea out ahipo t o 
10. them kept thia aato 
•The visi tors arrived on time. 
l . ----------------------------------------
2. -----------------------------------
3. -----------------------------------
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 . 
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Pyrpott--Word Meanings . 
D1;tct1ona: Match the word• in Colu~ I with the phrases in 
Column II . Put the nuaber of the phrase that 
aatchea on the line in front of the word . 
Column I 
aeeda 
hide 
auddenly 
vegetable• 
jump 
quiet 
_11any 
_plant 
house 
protect 
distant 
wicked 
certain 
freight 
tale 
border 
_guard 
pretend 
moan 
COlU!PD II 
l . get up quickly 
2 . a large number 
3 . eomething we plant 
4 . another direction 
5. a place to live in 
6. all at once 
7 . take good care of 
8. a loud sound 
9. put into the ground 
10. thinga to eat 
11 . keep out of sight 
12 . very still 
13 . a long, aad sound 
14 . to aake believe 
15 . far off 
16. gooda to be shipped 
17 . very bed 
18. an Old a tory 
19 . the odge of so~ething 
20 . to watch carefully. 
IO'ITON ttN'V(fKtN 
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RIDDLES 
Directions: 
Read the riddle to yourself . Be sure to write an answer 
on the blank line for the riddle . 
h"ho am I? 
I come in winter. 
I have twenty-eiqht days . 
sometimes. I have twenty-nine days . 
I am a month of the year . 
March comes after me. 
I am-----
Directions: 
Circle the word that rhymes with ~· Put a check mark 
on the word that rhymes with stays . Draw a circle around 
the word that rhymes with dtar. 
Directions: 
Read the riddle to yourself . Be sure to write an answer 
on the blank line for the riddle . 
Who am I? 
I am a pair . 
People wear mo . 
But I am not your shoes . 
Nor am I your hose . 
I have fingers . 
I am a pair of -------
Directions: 
Write the letter ~ over the word that ends with the last 
three letters of stair . Write the letter! over the word 
that ends with the last three letters in followers . Write 
the letter £ over the word that ends with the last two 
letters in ~-
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D1 rections, 
Read the riddle to youreolf . Be sure to writa an answer 
on the blank line for tho riddle. 
Who am I? 
I am hard . 
I can break. 
People can see through ... 
I am part of a houee. 
I •~ a -----------------
Write the number 1 ovor the word that begina with the 
firot two letters in hiPPY· Write the nu~ber 1 over the word 
that begins with the Hrat three letters in throat. ~/rite 
the number l over the word that begins with the firat ~wo 
letters in brought. 
Directions: 
Read the riddle to yourself . Be sure to write an answer 
on the blank line for the riddle. 
Who am I? 
I am very large and high. 
People say I am beautiful. 
Men climb t:1e. 
Boys and girls aki d~n me. 
I all not a hill. 
I ae~ a ---------------------
~rest ions: 
Place an ~ on tho word that ends with tho last three 
letters in sigh . Place a capital M on tho word that ends 
with the last three letters in srataful. Place a horizontal 
l!nl under the word that ends with the last three letters in 
epill. 
RIDDLES 
Directions; 
Read the riddle to yourself . Be sure to write bn anewer 
on the blank line for the riddle . 
Who am I? 
I help people everyohere . 
I give the~ thinga to eat. 
I give the• thing• to drink. 
Sometimes I prick you with a sharp inatru~nt. 
I am 4 man who ~X•• people well . 
I am a ------------
Pirtction.s : 
Write the number ~ under the word that begin& with the 
tint two lette rs in dU\\1!! . li rite the nu11ber l under the 
word that begins with the first two letters in •h~pe . Write 
the nullber 6 under the word that begine with the first two 
letters in evi l . 
Q.1rections: 
Read the riddle to youraelf . Be sure to write an answer 
on the blank lina for the riddle . 
>lho am I? 
I do my worK on a boat. 
Sometinea we go on the ocean . 
So.etiaes we go on the lake . 
Iat~ae~an . 
You eat what 1 catch . 
I All a 
Directions: 
Draw a square over the word that rhymes with ~- Draw 
a ~rjangla under the word that rhymes with float. Draw~ 
wavy lines under the ~ord that rhymes with ~atch. 
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The following sect ion contains self directing activities 
in following directions for the high achieving children in 
the regular classrooms of Grade One . 
Since the vocab~lary was known and understood by tho 
high achievers in Grade One. these exercises were used by 
them when they completed their regular classroom work . These 
exercises were tried beginning in January as the high 
achievers were operating at an opt imum level at that time. 
The exercises were placed where they were easily 
accessi b l e to thi s group of children . 
The writers feel tha t these exercises provided the 
following meaningful purposes: 
1 . The high achieving chi ldren were given an opportunity 
to participate in enrichment activities . 
2. These exercises provided an opportunity to check on 
the abilit y of thes e children to follow directions 
in independent activities and reinforced the skill of 
following directions . 
3 . The directions stimulated their thinking and pro-
vided for individual differences. 
4 . The e xercises made good use of their time and es-
tablished good work habits . 
5 . The teacher was left free to work individually with 
children who needed help in various ares of the 
curriculum. 
6 . The teachers in Grade Two plan to use these exer-
cises as a check in following directions with their 
average achievers in September. 
CLUE QUIZ 
Read these directions on how to play ''Clue Quiz. " 
1 . Read all tho clues first . 
2. Do not stay on one clue too long . Go on to the next 
clue. then come back to the one you missed . 
3. Write the letters down on a scrap piece of paper as 
you figure them out . 
4 . If you figure out tho "clue quiz.. ·• maKe a picture of 
it with the proper background. Label the picture 
and put the "clue quiz•• number down. too . 
Write your name on the lower right hand corner. 
5 . Do not write or color on the "clue quiz ' paper 
Some other child will bo able to use it, then . 
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Clue Quiz !tl 
1. Thia ia a three letter word. 
2. The firat let~er is in candy and coee. 
3 . The aeeond letter is the only vowel in cat . 
4 . The lut letter of thia ''c:lue quiz ia the first let ter of 
•~ethinq you do with your loqs . 
C_l,.lle_ Quiz 12 
1. A tive letter word. 
2. The firlt letter is the fir1t conaonant in the ~ord 
happy . 
3. The first letter of a ~uaical 1natru~ent . 
4. The firat letter of what happenl to your bike if it is 
left out in the rain t oo many timea. 
s. The first lotter of the word that il opposite of hard . 
6 . The long vowel sound .in clean . 
Clut Qyiz ttJ 
1 . A eix letter word . 
2. The laat coneonant in sit. 
3. The first ~etter of soeething you need on a rainy day . 
4. One of the double consonants in .. rry . 
s. The firat letter of a birdo house . 
6 . Thert are two in India . 
7 . The first l etter of somethinq doctors give . 
Clye Quiz •4 
1 . A six letter word. 
2. A needle has one . 
3 . Tho~e are two in ptony . 
4 . What people do with cars (first letter). 
5 . The first letter of ao.ething uoed in writing. 
6 . Something you •uat do to addition problema . 
7 . The 14th letter of the alphabet. 
cJue Quiz !5 
• A five letter word . 
2 . The first letter of the opposit e of ead. 
3 . An animal that hoota at night (firat letter) . 
4 . The short vowel sound in funny . 
S. Has another sound in cent . 
6. The long vowel aound in peach. 
Clue Quiz !2 
1. A nine letter word. 
2. The long vu~el aound in brake. 
3 . There are two in •+•tor ana m1al. 
4 . The la1t sound in the word great . 
5 . The firat letter of the na.e of a apring bird . 
6 . A citrua fruit (firat letter) . 
7 . The only consonant in any . 
8 . Another word for very crooo (f1rat letter) . 
9 . The firat vowel in the word ot aoaeth1ng ~e do vith books. 
10. The aecond consonant of t he word that describes the out-
side covering of birds . 
Clue Qyit !7 
(TWo worda) 
1. First word has five letters. 
2. The firat letter of the name of a bird that atays around 
all winter . 
3 . A bird that talkl (first letter). 
4. Men who fly spaco ahips (first lettor ) . 
5. A coin that hae Linco~n · s face on it (first letter) . 
6 . There are two in feet . 
***** 
(continued) 
Clue Quiz *7 continued 
1. Second word hae four letters. 
2. Two lettera that mean 'be quiet. ~ 
3 . The first na .. of a liquid ueed in writing. 
4. There are two in apple . 
Clue Quiz !8 
(""' worda) 
1. First ...,ord haa five 
2. The name ot a fruit 
3 . The first letter of 
letters. 
(first letter) . 
something hens 
4 . The short vowel sound in dad<Sy. 
lay . 
5. The letter that aometimea aounda J..il<e an 
6. The soun<l of y• in story . 
••• 
1. Second word has four lettere . 
• . 
2. The first letter of somethin9 to coox with on top of the 
stove. 
3 . The short vowel sound in hit. 
4 . The 16th letter of the alphabet . 
s. The firot letter of something we do with foo<l. 
( . 1 
c;u, Qui=._ifl 
1. Seven letters are in this word . 
2 . Animals in our homes are our 
3 . The short vowel aoun~ in thimble. 
4. The first sound of how you walk if your leg hurts. 
s . The opposite of boy (first letter) . 
6. An ani=al with long eara (first letter). 
7. Long vowel eound in ride. 
ij . Tho 13th letter of the ~lphabet. 
Clue O...iz no 
1 . Seven letters in thia word. 
2. The first letter of what you do t o a lollypop . 
3. The silent vowel in grain. 
4. The second consonant in tence . 
S. There are t~o in chicken. 
6 . There is one in orange and two in ro~. 
7. Lillian has three of them. 
8. There are nonetn Millisaippi but rwo 1n nono. 
(If this picture 11 too hard for you to draw, ~ke 
a picture of the kind of house . ) 
(. ") 
Alo'SWBI1S TO CLIJE OUIZ 
l. car 
2. horse 
3. turnip 
4 . indian 
s . house 
6 . astronaut 
7. space ahip 
8 . peace pipe 
9. pilgrim 
10 . Lincoln 
#l Ye l low Pag~s Directory 
l. Automobile Insurance 
2. Hairdresser 
3 . Furniture 
4 . Veterinarian 
s. Coffee for a party 
6 . Pllllllber 
7 . Typewriter Renta ls 
8 . Physician 
9 . Car Dealer 
10 . Garage 
! 2 Y~llow PaqeS Directory 
1 . Restaurant 
2. Poultry 
3 . Radios 
4 . Television 
S. Skindiving Equipment 
6 . Rugs 
7 . Oil for furnaces 
8 . Cameras 
9. Stereophonic Equipment 
10 . Swimming Pools 
#3 YellOW Pages Directory 
1. Chimney Builders 
2 . Bricks 
3 . Bnginos 
4 . Air travel tickets 
5 . Albums 
6 . Slaughterhouses 
7 . Printers 
8. Plastic Products 
9 . Leather Goods 
10 . Heating Apparat us 
ft4 Yellow Pages Directory 
1. Veterinarian 
2. Refrigerator 
3 . Railroads 
4 . Plywood 
5 . Oil (Fuel) 
6 . Motorcycles 
7 . Lawyers 
a. Junk 
9 . Bornes 
10 . Gasoline 
;OS Yellow Pages Directory 
l . Gears 
2 . Frozen Foods 
3 . Electronic controls 
4 . Draperies 
s. Septic Tanks 
6 . Schools 
7 . Real Estate 
8. Pict ure Framing 
9. Drug Stores 
10. Organs 
DIRECTIONS FOR RBCIPBS 
1. Each rec~pe 11 numbered and has a set of questions 
that baa the aame nuaber as the recipe. 
2. Read the recipe first . 
3 . Put the recipe on the teacher s ~elk and get the 
set of queationa that 1& numbered the same as the 
recipe you have just read . 
4. Do not write on the paper with tho questions unless 
the teacher telle you . 
5 . If you are told not to write on the paper with the 
questlona , do thia: 
a. Get a piece of writing paper and write your name 
on the top. 
b . Number the questions as they are numbered on the 
question aheet. 
c. Answer &I .. ny questions aa you can. 
d . Put your paper on the teacher •a deaK after you 
have finilhed. 
Recipe #1 
lggs in a Prame 
Cut out the center of a slice of bread. Use a cooky 
cutter or doughnut cutt er . If you 4on't have 4 cutter. use 
a small glass and turn it upside down on the bread . press 
down and it will cut through the bread. Butter both aides of 
the bread and place in a hot but t ered frying pan . Drop the 
egg into the hollow center of the bread . Cook slowly until 
the egg ia aet. turn and brown on the other aide. Salt and 
pepper it you wish. Uae a spat ula or pancake turner to flip 
the bread ove r and to take i t out of the pan . Get your 
mother ' s permission before you try this recipe. 
Questions to Recipe !1 
l. ~bat ingredients are used in thia recipe? 
2 . Why ia it called egg in a fraN? 
3 . Where do you put the egg? 
4 . What ia used to take out the bread? 
~. What muet you do before you start this recipe? 
6 . How many people will this recipe aerve? 
Recipe *2 
Broiled Grapefruit 
Cut the grapefruit i~ half through the center. Cut 
them tha sa~o way •• you cut oranges whon you are going to 
squeeze the• for juice. 
Sprinkle each half of grapefruit with two tableapoona 
of brown sugar or maple 1u9ar . 
Broil olowly until heated. Thia will take about 15 
minuteo. Do not place too near the broiler as the ougar will 
ignite. 
Add a little cherry juice for fla voring. 
Serve hot and this will be enough tor two people 
Be sure a grown up ie near when you are using the 
broiler. 
Questions t o Recipe #2 
1. Row many people will one grapefruit serve? 
2 . Row long muat the grapefruit be broiled? 
3. What is sprinkled on the grapefruit? 
4 . ~~at does ignite mean? 
5 . What kind of juice is uaed !or flavoring? 
6 . Who else should be in the kitchen wbilo you are uoing the 
broiler? ~~y? 
Recipe •3 
Leaon Butter Sayee 
Me - t one fourth (\) cup of butter on top of the stove. 
Ull low heat eo tbe butter ~on't get too brown. 
Add two tablespoons of lemon juice to the butter and 
ltir well. Keep this mixture warm and just before serving 
lot it g•t hot . 
Thil eauee is very good on vegetable•. Some people 
enjoy it on atring beans and carrota. 
Quettiont to Recipe wl 
1 . What is the name of this recipe? 
2. H~w much lemon Juice ia needed? 
) . When ahould this recipe be aarved hot? 
4. ~~at is the purpose of thia recipe? 
S . Have you any 1deas on how elae th11 recipe coul d be used? 
6 . If your mother lets you try it , will you tall us about it? 
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Recipe #4 
vege_uba Med lex 
Cook a package of frozen mixed vegetables according to 
the direction• on the pac~age. 
Drain and chill the• by runninq cold water on them for 
a few minutee. 
Toaa with two tabloapoonl of mayonnaise. 
Salt and pepper to taote . 
Put them in the refrigerator unti l ready to be used. 
It you put them in a serving dish when you put them in the 
refrigerator, they can b4 eerved from that dish. 
Put lettuce around the edge of the dish to ma~e ~t 
look pretty and to give extra vitamina. 
This should serve at leaat four people. 
Oueet1ona to Recipe lt4 
1. What is a vegetable medley? 
2. How do you chill the vegetables? 
3. Why does the recipe say to use lettuce? 
4. Row many people can be aerved vith thie recipe? 
s. What kinde of vegetablu do you thinl< would be in this 
recipe? 
Recipe •S 
Pear Salad 
Open a medium size can of pears . Preeh pears may be 
u1ed but they will have to be pee led first . Turn the pearl 
10 the cut &ide is facing up . Put a tablespoon of ~ayonnai1e 
in the hollow part of each pear . A red cherry placed on the 
aayonnaise will give it color and taste goo4 
At Christmas time you cou l d use red and green cherries 
to ~ake the salad look teotive . Pu t the pear 1alad on a bed 
of lettuce. It il now ready to be served . Theae salads are 
good with any meal. They may be served alone with a muffin 
or a bun of aoae kin~ . If they are not served with a meal 
include a pat of butter near the lettuce to 90 with the 
muffin . 
Questions to Racipe *S 
1. How many people will this rec~pe servo? 
2. What aust you do with fresh pears? 
3 . ~~at does festive .. an? 
4 . What would aake thil oalad look feltive? 
$ . Does this salad have to be served with a meal? Why or 
why not? 
6 . When is butter uaed with this recipe? 
7 . What is put in the hollow part of the pear7 
e. What kind of bed il .. ntioned? 
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PUZZLEGRk~ DIRECTIONS 
How well can you think and follow directions? Here is 
a chance for you to find out . 
Begin with any number you wish. Be sure t o look and 
see if the number is under the heading~ or Across . 
If the number is under the heading ~~ then the word 
will go down the squares . If the number is under the heading 
Across. the word will go from left to right. Sometimes a 
number may go both ways . 
Blank spaces mean that no letters go in those squares. 
If you can't figure out a word, try a nother number . 
Check your answers with the answer sheet. The answer 
sheet is numbered to go with its own puzzlegram sheet . 
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GRADE THREE 
Name --------------------------------------------------
Following written directions 
THE ELEVATED TRAIN 
Great, creaking worm 
On a skeleton ' s back, 
Screech whe n you grind 
Your round feet on its track . 
Sometimes I watch you 
Slip on through the c i ty, 
Shaking the shivering bones 
Without pity. 
Ever more silent, 
Par down the street 
You lose yourself 
Where the tal l buildings meet . 
James s . Tippett 
Directions. Read the poem carefully; then do these things : 
1 . •irite the author ' s name 
2 . Put a line under the title. 
3. Write the words in the poem that describe sounds on the 
back of this paper . 
4 . Put a box around the word that tells where the train was . 
5 . Put a circle around the word that tellS what the train 
looks l ike. 
The Association for Childhood Education, Swing Under the 
Silver Umbrella (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1958), 
p . 67. 
100 
Foll~ing written directions 
Read all the directions before you write anything . 
1. Put your name on the line below . 
2. Draw o circle . Oivido it in half . Color one fourth of the 
circle. 
3 . Draw a l ine three inches long in the space below. Mark i t 
one, two and three whare the inches should be . 
4. Make a picture of a house . It should have two windows ~ 
one chimney, and a door . Under each window put a flowerbox 
with blue flowers in it . Draw a yard around it with a 
sidewalk, four trees. and a swing. Put this picture on the 
back of this paper . 
I Cl I 
10'2 
Fill in the b l anks . Be sure and follO"-"' d i rections. 
Name 
(Last) (First) 
Ad<lress 
(Number) (Street) 
(Town) (State) 
(Te lephone Number) 
(Col or of hair) (color of eyes) 
Purpose-- Step-by-step oral directions in makin9 a for~at for 
a spelling paper . 
7x8~ paper rulod the short way 
1 . Fold your paper in half the long way . Like this (show 
them) . 
2 . On the top line. on the right hand side of the paper, write 
your first name. 
3 . Right under your first name. on the second line. write your 
last name . 
4 . Skip a line . 
5 . In the middle of t he next line. write the word Spelling. 
One of the l's should come on or near the fold . 
6 . Skip the next line . 
7 • Count down six l ines f rom the 
of the left hand side of the 
period under it . 
a. Under one write two . 
9 . Under two write three. 
10 . Under three write four . 
11. Under four write five. 
top . 
paper . 
Move over to the edge 
Put a one with a 
12 . Now move your finger over t o the right hand side right near 
the fold. Count down six lines and write six . Be sure and 
write i t near t he fold. (check.) 
13. Under it write seven . 
14 . Under seven wri t e eight . 
15 . Under eight write nine . 
16 . Under nine write ten. 
NOW I CAN GIVE YOU YOUR TEN SPELLING WORDS . 
t O~ 
Purpose--To listen and follow oral directions. To encourage 
rapid thinking . 
Sybtect--Physical education 
When children enter the gymnasium have them line up around 
the outside squa re, all facing the same direction . 
11 I'd l ike you to run around the gym twice and then skip 
around once. You may then line up in your squads at your 
usual place . " (children line up in squads) 
"Now wo are going to play a game . I want you to stand 
anywhere you want to in the gym. " (children take positions) 
" I'm going to tell you to do some things . The first one 
who does each direction and comes back and tags me, ~ins . 
Each direction counts as a se:parate game." 
l . Touch something red . (there are red lines on the floor 
but some of the children have on red clothing) 
2 . Touch a wall. 
3 . Touch something blue . 
4 . Touch WO·Od . 
5 . Touch somet hing orange . 
6. Touch brick. 
7 . Touch hair . 
a. Touch a door . 
(All t hese articles are present in the room but some are much 
nearer than others . ) 
104 
FOLLOWING WRITTEN DIRECTIONS 
Subject--Arithmetic 
W.A. ~ork alone--compare answers . 
R.T. Road and talk over. 
R.T . A.C . Read. talk over. and compare together. 
All answers must be checked with answer sheet after each page 
is completed . 
Date Date Parnter · a Job to be Done Started Corrected Name 
Page 72 1-7 R.T .A.C. 
Page 73 Top R.T. 
Row l W.A. 
Page 74 Top R.T . 
R01o1 4 W.A . 
Page 75 Top 1-ll R.T.A.C. 
BottOCD A . B C.O . W.A . 
Page 76 Top R.T.A .C. 
Bottom Row 1 W.A. 
Page 77 Top R.T. l-5e 
6b to 6d W.A . 
Page 78 Top R.T . 
ROiol 6 W.A . 
Page 79 Top W. A. Rows 2 & 4 
Bottom 1-12 R.T.A.C . 
Page 80 Top R.T. 
R01o1 4 W. A. 
Page 81 Top 1&2 R.T. 
Row 3 W.A . 
Page 81 Bottom R.T . A.C . 
Page 82 ~ddle R.T . 
Row W. A. 
Pago 83 Top 1&2 R.T . 
Rows 3&4 W. A. 
Bottom 1-11 R.T.A . C. 
Page 84 Top 1&2 R.T . 
Rows 3&4 W.A . 
Page 85 Top 1&3 R.T . 
Too Rows 5&6 W. A. 
no partner check test 
I 0 5 
pyrpoot--To follow written direction• 1n Enqlioh . 
Some worda are listed below; ao.e have prefixes and s~ 
have auffixea . So~e even have both. Put a blue circle around 
the prefixea. Put a red line unOar the auffixea. Undorl1ne 
the root word with your pencil. 
reu•• 
mistaken 
tall<lng 
cheerful 
re11arl<able 
oicl<neu 
prepare 
thought leu 
excite 
bicycle 
I (.1 fc 
1 0 '7 
Purpose- -1'o follow written directions in arithmet ic . 
Copy e xa111p1es 1 to 6 in columns and examples 7 to 12 the left-
to-right way . 
(1) G. 1, 7 (2) G. 3. 5 (3) 7 1 3 
(4) 5, 2. 4 (5) 7 . 8. 2 (6) 8. 2 . 7 
(7) a. 3, 5 (8) s . 6 7 (9) 4, 5, 8 
(10) 6. 7, 2 (11) G 8 , 4 (12) 9, 6. 2 
Copy examples 13 to 21 and write numbers for n. 
(13) 5 (14) 3 (15 ) 3 ( 16) 7 ( 17) n ( 18) G 
3 5 n 8 6 n 
13 1G l7 20 19 15 
(20) 4•n .. 7-15 
Pass out two pieces of 9xl2 color paper (different colors) . 
1 . Lay your ruler flat 
this. (show them) 
against the edge of 
Be sure and use the 
your paper . L~l<e 
shortest edge. 
2 . Make a line across the bottom of the ruler like this . 
3 . Fold your 
together . 
paper in half, 
(show them) 
putting the two shortest edges 
4 . Now hold the edges in your left hand and cut on the fold 
toward the line . Don • t cut over the line . (show them) 
5 . Now make other cuttings toward the line . (show them) Be 
sure and do not cut over the line . 
6. Take your other sheet of paper . 
l ines across the short est way on 
Take your ruler and draw 
the paper . (demonstrate) 
7 . Now cut along the lines like this . 
e. Open out your folded paper . Take one strip of the paper 
that you have cut . 
9 . Start at one end . Take your s t rip . ~ut it over the £irst 
cut strip and under the second and over the third and s o 
on. (show them) 
10 . Take another strip . Put i t under the first cut strip and 
over the second . 
11 . On your third strip put it over the first cut strip and 
over t he second and so on . 
12. Keep on doing this until your folded paper is finished . 
I f this is successful you can make the strips out of two 
different colors a nd make different patterns . 
Purpose--To follow step~by-etep oral directions to make 
snowflakes. 
~~terials--Squares of thin paper and sc~ssors. 
1. Fold your paper in half like this . 
2 . Now you have a rectan91e . Hold it the long way . Bring the 
top edge to the bottom edge to fold i t in half like this . 
3 . Take the small folded square and hold it so the open 
edges are point ing toward tho floor like this. 
4 . Take the two folded edges in each hand . 
edge so it is on top of the left edge . 
that looks like this . 
5 . Cut off the bottom like this . 
Bring the right 
You have a paper 
6 . Cut little piece& out of all the sides of the triangle 
you now have . 
7 . Open out your paper and you have a snowf l ake . 
Following written directions. 
1 . Reao all the directions on this page before doing any of 
them. 
2 . Write your name in the upper left - hand corner. 
3 . Put a circle around the third word in the first sentence . 
4 . Write the numbers one to ten oown the right hand side of 
this page . 
s . Draw a box around the fourth number . 
6 . Make a triangle around t he seventh number . 
7 . Put a line under all the letter e' e in sentence number t·wo . 
a . Put a line through al l the words which have ••t •• in them. 
9 . Write t he words .. I follO\Il directions" at t he bottom of thi s 
page . 
10 . Now that you have read all your directions, answer only 
quest ion number two . Hake bolieve you are working so the 
others won't know . 
I 10 
Purpose--To read smoothly . 
To listen for detail and inference . 
Procedure--Bach child takes a turn reading a page. The other 
children close their books and listen . 
The following selection is Believe and ~-Believe . l The 
story is taken from Winnie-!h£- Pooh by A. A. Milne. 
Well , he was humming this hum to himself, and walking 
along gaily, wondering what everybody else was doing, and 
what it felt like, being somebody else, when suddenly he 
came to a sandy bank, and in the bank was a large hole . 
"Aha!" said Pooh. (Rum-tum-tiddle-um-tum) "If I l<now 
anything about anything, that hole means Rabbit , " he said, 
"and Rabbit means Company," be said, "and Company means 
Food and Listening-to- Me- Humming and suck like . Rum-tum-
tura-tiddle- um . " 
So he bent down, put his head into the hole. and called 
out: 
"Is anybody at home?"' 
There was a sudden scuffling noise from inside the hole, 
and then silence . 
"What I said was, • I s anybody at home? •" co.lled out 
Pooh very loudly . 
.. No:" eaid a voice: and then added, "You needn ' t shout 
so loud . I heard you quito well the first time . " 
"Bother:" said Pooh. 01 Ian't there anybody here at all?" 
••Nobody . " 
Winnie-the Pooh took his head out of the hole, and 
thought for a little, and he thought to himself , "There 
must be somebody there, because somebody must have said, 
'Nobody . •" 
guestlons for this page 
1 . ~>ny do you thin!< Pooh really wanted to see Rabbit? 
2 . Do you thin!< Pooh is a smart person? Why? 
3. Do you think Rabbit is a amart person? Why? 
4 . Is Pooh a happy person? 
s. What do you think first gave Pooh the idea that Rabbit was 
really horae? 
!william D. Sheldon and Rooalind Sheldon, Believe and 
Make-Beli~ve (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc . , 1957), p . 84 . 
I l I 
To listen for inference and appreciation . 
Questions: 
Supper Party2 
o see the white moon floating 
High in the big dark sky ! 
And we haven 't even had our supper , 
Mummy and Daddy and 1 . 
We're dressed up warm in mittens 
Because it's miles away 
Out t o a party we're driving to 
So there won ' t be time to play . 
Bu t when I've had my supper 
While they are having theirs 
1 will lie wide awake but quiet 
In a strange big bad upstairs, 
And I will watch the moon Shine 
And sing a moonlight song . • • 
o see the white moon high in the sky 
Floating, Floating along: 
What time of year is it? 
Is t he child going to see his friends? 
Do you t hink he is well-behaved? Why? 
Is the child happy about going to the party? 
2 Harry Behn, The Wizard .!!! lli Well (New York Harcourt. 
Brace and Company, 1956) , p . 15 
1 t :l. 
Name ----------------------------------------------------
Read each paragraph and then follow directions . 
Billy opened his eyes slowly. 
He pushed off the bed clothes and 
The sun was 
jumped up. 
just coming up . 
1 . Put a line under the word that tells how he opened his 
eyes ~ 
2 . Put a circle around what he pushed . 
3 . Make a box around the word that tells where . 
4 . Put two lines under the action words or verbs . 
The gray horse walked slowly through the forest looking 
for something t o eat . He hadn't eaten all day and he was 
hungry . 
1 . Make a box around the word that tells what kind of a horse 
it was. 
2 . Put a circle around a word that tells how something is 
done . 
3 . Put two lines under the phrase that tells where. 
4 . Make one line under all the action words . 
I I '3 
Name 
Read each paragraph and then follow directions . 
The noise was getting louder: Everyone began pushing and 
s t retching to sec what was coming . Bi lly was getting scared. 
He was so smal l and everyone else was so big . He couldn ' t 
push his way to the front and he couldn ' t push his way out 
t o the back so that he could go home . 
1 . Put a red line under the way Billy felt . 
2 . Put a blue line under the words that tell size. 
3. Put a green line under words that tell where . 
Green was up at b a t . There was a man on first 
on second . Green had t hree ball s a nd t wo s t r i kes . 
pitcher threw the ball . 
1 . Put a red line on the words that tell where . 
2 . Put a blue line on what was thrown . 
3 . Put a green line on who did something . 
and another 
The 
I I 4-
GRADE PIVE 
··~ acientiat has found 27 petrified foreeta, one on top of 
the other. in Yellowatone National Park. The toreata are 
heaped like the layera of cake. The 'filling' between~yers 
ia volcanic ash. 
The petrified treea are in a r~=ote part of the park. Tney 
were first found by an explorer about 100 yeara ago. The 
explorer reported the 41ecovery of the atrange trunks of 
atone. Be said that he a aw 10 or more buried forests one 
upon another. A thorough atudy of the area wa e not made 
until recently. Uaing modern tools, the acientiat counted 
27 layers piled to a height of 1,675 feet. 
TWonty-eeven forests had grown at the place . Each forest had 
been covered by volcanic aah trom volcanic eruptions. The 
layer• of ash were fra. a few feet to 15 feet thick. In 
tiee, the trees turned to atone . The volcanic aah hardened. 
The tree trunks remained atandinq upr!qht. So.. of those on 
tho surface are fro• 20 t o 25 feet high. The Laaar River, 
cutting a channel, alieed througb the layer• expoaing the 
buried forest . ·S 
Write the best title on tho top of the pago 
l. Yellowstone National Park 
2. Turned to Stone 
3. Layer Cake of Petrified Forest 
4. Volcanic Ash and Volcanic Eruption 
5. The Hardened Volcanic Aah 
Finding the central idea 
5~ Weekly Reagor (Vol. XLI, Isaue 17, January 28-
February l, 1963) . 
I I£. 
WORD CLASSIFIC~TlOP 
Granite Genoan Polilh 
Dutch T . Roosevolt: J . Adams 
Silver Basalt llngliah 
Marble Portuguese T . Jetterson 
Kennedy Italian venezuelan 
Salt Truman Litaeetone 
Mexican Gold Indian 
Austral ian Buchanan Waahington 
Coal !'lint Japan••• Jackaon £1eeohowe:r Fill100re 
Poll< Chinese Lincoln 
Copper Mica Madilon 
French Monroe Swediah 
Graphite Spanioh Taylor 
Asbesto Sande tone Garnet 
List as follows: 
PR2SIDENTS NATIONALITIES ROCKS AND MINERALS 
JOHNJIY TREMAIN Esther Forbes 
u Along down Old country Road, marching through the meager, 
half-light of the new day, came a company of Minute Men up 
and out early, drilling for more coming bnttles bofore it 
was yet the hour to get to do their chores . Left , right, 
left right , right ... they did not march too well . ~boy 
no bigger than Dusty Miller had put a fife to his lips, was 
trying to blow it . He made awkward little tootles . The men 
marched on past the defaced gates of the Lytes' country seat , 
never turning to loo~ at them or Doctor Warren's chaise with 
Cilla and Johnny under the hood . Oh, God help them thought 
Johnny . They haven ' t seen those British troops in Boston . I 
have . They haven ' t seen the gold lace on the genera l s. those 
muskets--all so alike , and everyone has a bayonet . They 
haven't seen . . . The chaise overtook and passed the 
marching farmers . "4 
l. What time of day is it? 
2 . What war were they in training for? 
3 ' What were these men called? Why? 
4 . Who were the enemy? 
5 . Where had Johnny seen the enemy? 
To draw conclusion by inference 
4May Hill ~rbuthnot . The ~rbuthnot ~tholoqy of 
Children ' s Literature (Chicago: Scott , Foresman and company, 
l9&l), I' · 3 49 . 
How Well Do You Listen 
Numbor your paper from one to ten, leaving a s pace between 
each number. (Read t he direction only once . ) 
1 . Write your last name . 
2. Draw four separate circles . 
3. Print your first name backwards . 
4 . Draw three squares and divide them in halves . 
5. Write the name of the town where you live . 
6. Writ e what a9e you will be on your next birthday. 
7 . Write t he vowels that are in the word beaut.iful. 
8. Write all the vowels in the word Valentine - then write 
the wora. 
9 . Writ e t he word potato aod underline the vowels . 
10 . Write t he antonym for cold. 
Listening and following directions . 
t ::LC 
WHO 'S SCARED OF BEARS? £leanor Hammond 
11When tbey arrived at Bill's home, there was something on the 
floor before the fireplace tbat made them all stare . It was 
a huge blacK bearskin rug with yellow glass oyes and a most 
lifelike red mouth edged with pointed white teeth . 
"You don' t suppose, ____ " Ted glanced at Stan, and Stan 
looked at Don. 
"You don't suppose Bill and that rug " 
'----
Don stooped and picked up something from the rug . It was a 
dry pine needle . There was also a slight smudge of swamp mud 
on a hind claw. A boy on all fours with a bearskin rug over 
his back might be mistaken for a real bear--by moonlight . 
11A.nd we asked if Bill is reall y smart! " Don laughed . .. He's 
smart enough for our club any day: " 
Bill , 
loud . 
said , 
who had followed the boys into the room, laughed out 
ur guess you're pretty smart detectives yourselves, •• he 
"and I ' m proud to get i nto your Detective Club. ••3 
Number t he phrases in the order t hat they happened in th~ 
story. 
____ 1. He's smart enough for our club anyday . 
____ 2. They went to Bill's home . 
____ 3. It was a d r y pine needle. 
_4. "I'm proud t o get into your Detective Club . " 
____ s . Bill laughed out loud . 
____ 6. It was a huge black bearskin rug . 
____ 7 . There was someth ing on the floor that made them stare . 
____ e . You're prett y smart detect ives . 
____ 9. There was swamp mud on the hind claw. 
___ 10 . Den picked up something from the rug . 
To listen for sequence of events in 
;:a story. 
3W1lliam S . Gary ;:and others. People and Progress (New 
York' Scott , Foresman and Company , 1948), p . 24. 
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APIUL 
The roofs are shining from the rain, 
The sparro~a twitter as they fly. 
And with a windy April grace 
The little clouds go by . 
Yet the back-yards are bare and brown 
With only one unchanging tree -
I could not be so sure of spring 
2 Save that it sings in me . 
sara Teasdale 
Listening for colorful words 
Listening for appreciation 
2sara Teasdale . The Collected Poems of Sara Teasdale 
(New York' The Macmi llan Company, 1937), p. 54. 
THE LAST WORD OF A BLUEBIRD 
As I went out a Crow 
In a low voice said 'Oh, 
I was looking for you . 
Bow do you do? 
I just came to tell you 
To te l l Lesley (will you?) 
That her little Bluebird 
Wanted mo to bring word 
That the north wind last night 
That made the stars bright 
And made ice on the trough 
Almost made him cough 
His tail feathers off. 
He just had to fly: 
But he sent her Good-by, 
And said to be good, 
And wear her red hood, 
And look for skunk tracks 
In the snow wi t h an a x -
And do everything : 
And perhaps in t he spring 
He would come back and sing . •l 
l . What bird was talking? 
2. Who was he looking for? 
Robert Frost 
3 . Who had t old the bird to give the message? 
4. What was the message? 
5 . What season of the year was it? 
6 . When was he coming back? 
Listening for details 
Discriminative listening 
lRobert Frost . complete Poems of Robert Frost (New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1959), p. 170. 
A MOTHER ELEPHANT 
Teacher's Handbook 
"This is a story told by a famous big game hunter, John 
Carlova . Let's imagine Mr ~ Carlova is here with us now, 
t elling us of this great experience he had . Now Mr. Catlova 
begins: 
"The roost exciting fight I ever saw was between a mother 
elephant and a big snake called a python . The prize they were 
fighting for was the mother elephant ' s baby. The 30-foot 
python had caught it and waa trying to swallow it. 
"I came upon the python and the little elephant in the 
heart of the jungle . I wanted to shoot the python . But 1 did 
not fire . I was afraid there might be another python near . 
It might come after me if 1 killed the first one . So I went 
up a tree to qet out of the way and to see better . 
11The baby was on its side . It was bellowinq with pain . 
The big snake was wrapped around its body . The snake had the 
little elephant's t runk in its mouth and was trying to swallow 
1t. 
"I heard a crashing noise behind me . The mother elephant 
rushed out to save the baby. She grabbed the snake's tail and 
pulled. The python sli pped free . It kept its hold on the 
baby . The animals began to ki ck up dust and leaves . It was 
hard at times to see what was happening . 
"I saw the elephant wrap her trunk around the python . -She 
lifted it from the ground. The baby rolled away . Rut the 
python still held on to its trunk . 
11The python was getting mad. It lashed up its tail and 
grabbed the mother's trunk . Now t he big snake was holding the 
mother's trunk with its tail . It was holding the baby's trunk 
in its mouth . 
"I could tell that the mother was afraid . She must work 
quickly . She lifted her trunk and turned sidways as fast as 
she could . The python lost its hold on the baby. The little 
e l ephant rolled away. 
"At the ri<;lht second, the mother pulled back. She whirled 
the snake like a whip . She lashed it against a tree. The 
snake pulled free . It slipped downward and wrapped itself 
around the mother's leg . 
"Now the old elephant kicked her legs about . She struck 
the snake with her trunk . She fell to th e ground . She got 
up again with the python still holding on . 
"At last . looking tired. the mother stood still . The 
A Mother Elephant (continued) 
snake slipped away and raced toward the baby . Even more 
quickly, t he mother ran after the snake. She grabbed it j ust 
before it reached the baby. 
"This time she must be sure. She whirled the python 
against a tree trunk. not once, but many timas. When there 
was no more life in the snake, she put it down . Then she 
pounded it with her big feet. After a while. the snake's skin 
was all I could see. 
''Tho mother elephant went to her baby . It stopped crying . 
Sl owly and kind l y, the mother pushed it to ita feet . As she 
led it away, I could hear it crying again . But the fight for 
ito life had been won. The bottle had lasted more than an 
hour . "7 
To listen for the main ideas 
1 . The man telling this story is 
(a) a fisherman (b ) a big game hunter (c) a school 
tea~her (d) a zoo k~~pe~ 
2 . A python is 
(a) a baby elephant (b) a mother elephant (c) a large 
bird (d) a snake 
3. The author did not kill the python because 
(a) he thought another python might be near (b) he didn't 
have a gun (c) he was afraid the elephant rniqht attack 
him (d) he heard the mother co~ing 
4 . The fight between the elephants and the python had lasted 
(a) over two hours (b) for a half an hour (c) over one 
hour (d) almost three hours 
5 . The elephant made sure the python was dead by 
(a) throwing it in a stream (b) hitting it against a tree 
(c) stepping on it (d) burying it 
6 . The mother elephant killed the snake because 
(a) it was so big (b) it was going to ki l l her (c) ele-
phants don't like pythons (d) she was looking for 
excitement 
7oon H. Parker and others. S. R. A. Reading Laboratory, 
Elementary Edition (Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc . . 
1959) ' p. 43 . 
THE HALF MOON SAILS THE SEAS 
Margaret Keating 
MCaptain Hudson gave the Indians the knives he had brou~ht to 
use in trade. He may have been disappointed because he did 
not receive spices in trade for the knivos . He had no idea 
how valuable fur trading would be to the Dutch . One of the 
chiefs invited Hudson to visit his village. The explorer and 
some of his crew were taken to tbe chief 's home. The home 
was a round building made of bark and tho roof was covered 
with marsh grass . Many of the chief's warriors were present . 
Some of the Indians were dressed in skins; others wore 
feather costumes . 
A fine meal was served to the guests. Captain Hudson enjoyed 
the strange foods . Soon Captain Hudson had to leave these 
friendly Indians and sail down river again . When he neared 
Manhattan, the two Indians who had escaped from the "Half-
Moon" were waiting for him, and they were not alone. Indians 
in canoes were around the "Half-Moon . " Some tried to get 
aboard . Captain Hudson was alarmed. He feared, also, that 
the Indians would set the "Half-Moon '' afire . Finally Hudson 
ordered that a cannon be fired . These Indians never before 
had heard the terrible noise of a cannon . They were greatly 
frightened and hurried away from the ship. "6 
1 . Where did Captain Hudson think he had landed? 
2 . What country ownod the "Half-Moon?" 
3. What two words in the second paragraph would make you think 
the Chief's home was near a swamp? 
4. When captain Hudson returned to t he "Half-Moon" were the 
two Indians that were waiting for him friendly? 
s . What made the Indians hurry away from the ship? 
To draw conclusion by i nference 
6Guy L. Bond and others . Days of Adventure (Chicago: 
Lyons and Carnahan, 1962), p . 91 . 
